
“Some gifts are big. Others are small. 
But the ones that come from the heart are the best ones of all.”

- Tinku Razoria

Holiday Look Book 



gifting

CUSTOMIZABLE RINGS in rose gold 
with FOUR-LEAF CLOVER in white 

gold and LETTER charm in rose gold.

RONDELLE BRACELET in silver and 
rose gold, LETTER and FOUR-LEAF 

CLOVER charms in rose and white gold.

BOLLICINE RING in rose gold and silver 
and CUSTOMIZABLE RING in rose gold 

with BELL in rose gold.

Wishing luck
by luck



CHAIN and BELL in white gold and 
silver or in rose gold. “Make a wish” 

message engraved on BELL.

RONDELLE BRACELET in silver and rose gold, LETTER, 
NUMBERS and FOUR-LEAF CLOVER charm in rose and 

tzavorites. STUD EARRINGS in rose gold.

Christmas
Make a wish

on a Star



GRANELLI BRACELET in silver and SNOWFLAKE charm in white 
gold and diamonds, EARRINGS in white gold and SNOWFLAKE

charms in white gold, diamonds and ice-diamonds. 

IRREGULAR RING in silver, and 
CUSTOMIZABLE RING  in white gold 

with STAR charm in white gold. 

Holiday shimmer
and shine



SNOWFLAKE charm in 
white gold, diamonds and 
ice-diamonds, on a cord.

BRACELET in silver with GRANELLI and PEPITAS 
in silver, STAR charm in white gold, SNOWFLAKE

charm in white gold and a diamond. 
DoDo

Winter’s charm
giftis a



GRANELLI BRACELET with PEPITAS
in rose gold and SNOWFLAKE charm 

in rose gold and a diamond. 

HOOP EARRINGS in rose gold with  
SNOWFLAKE charm in white gold and a 

diamond, or rose gold and a diamond. 

NECKLACE with GRANELLI and 
PEPITAS in rose gold and PEPITA
in rose gold with brown diamonds.

Gifting

smiles
golden



CHAIN in white gold with RONDELLA in white 
gold and diamonds and CHAIN in rose gold with 
RONDELLA in rose gold and brown diamonds.

PRECIOUS ESSENTIALS bangles in rose gold and 
brown diamonds and in white gold and white 

diamonds. EARRINGS in white gold and diamonds.

Gifts
to pair

designs
with all

DoDo



CHAIN with GRANELLI and 
PEPITA in yellow gold.

PEPITA CUFF in yellow gold. 

PEPITA BRACELET 
and RING in yellow gold. 

always
Gold is

grand



PEPITA BRACELET in rose gold and 
PEPITA RING in silver and rose gold. 

Christmas
At the

list
top of her



CHAIN in white gold and FOUR-LEAF CLOVER 
charm in yellow gold, CHAIN in rose gold and FOUR-

LEAF CLOVER charm in white gold.

PRECIOUS ICON RINGS of HEART, MOON, 
STAR and FOUR-LEAF CLOVER in yellow 

gold and white diamonds (Large size). 

symbols
Precious

of love



PRECIOUS ICON RINGS in FOUR-LEAF 
CLOVER, STAR, MOON and HEART in yellow 

gold and white diamonds (Small size). 

PRECIOUS ICON RINGS in HEART, MOON, 
STAR and FOUR-LEAF CLOVER in yellow 

gold and white diamonds (Large size). 

symbols
Stackable

of love



PRECIOUS ICON RINGS in HEART, MOON, 
STAR and FOUR-LEAF CLOVER in yellow 

gold and white diamonds (Large size).

Twinkling
Christmas spirit

with

PRECIOUS ESSENTIALS bangle in in 
white gold and white diamonds. 

EARRINGS in white gold and diamonds.


